Commitment. Creativity. Connection.
Meet Keren Ringler.

“Intelligent, organized and
knowledgeable. Could anyone ask
more of a real estate broker?
Well, maybe. If you add in friendly,
helpful and caring you have Keren.
A rare find.”
—David and Fandy

KEREN RINGLER
Commitment. Creativity. Connection.

When you entrust your real estate goals to
Manhattan expert Keren Ringler, your success
becomes her number one priority. She is a
dedicated advocate who will help you navigate
the market and see your objectives through to
completion.

Cell: 917-757-0343
Office: 212-300-1838
E-mail: kringler@warburgrealty.com

Strategy for Success

Commitment

“We can’t thank Bob enough for all of
his hard work and dedication in selling
our home. He’s a true professional with
unsurpassed expertise.”
—Happy Clients

Creativity

Follow Keren on one of her social media sites. It’s
just one more way she stays connected to you!
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Blending her trademark integrity with creative
marketing techniques, comprehensive market
knowledge, a network of qualified buyers
and sellers and her unwavering dedication
to your goals, Keren possesses the skill and
determination to guide your transaction to a
successful conclusion. Contact her today to
make the most of your next sale or purchase.

Commitment

Creativity

“Bob really knows the market and how
to make all the right moves. There’s
no one else I’d rather entrust with my
important real estate investments.”
—Happy Clients
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Connection

Connection

What is Keren Ringler’s strategy
for success?

Commitment.
Keren’s understanding of the significance of a home sale or purchase is at
the heart of her every action. From medical research to real estate to her
personal pursuits, Keren brings the same level of exceptional dedication
and integrity. With Keren at your side during the process of buying or selling
a home, you’ll sense her strict commitment to your personal and financial
goals every step of the journey. That commitment also translates into a rare
persistence that ensures you achieve your objectives.

Commitment. Creativity. Connection.
Even early in her professional career, it was obvious that Keren Ringler would
be a success in whatever field she chose. What you might not realize is that
prior to earning her reputation as a Manhattan real estate expert, Keren
spent 15 years conducting cancer research at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Hospital. Within the halls of Sloan-Kettering, excellence comes with
the territory. Those powerful experiences in such a demanding environment
set the tone for Keren’s future professional excellence.
A native of South Africa, Keren earned her master’s degree in science summa
cum laude and developed a “strategy for success” that fuels her to this day.
Her approach is based on commitment, creativity and connections. And
when it comes to buying or selling a Manhattan residence or investment
property, those trademark qualities will surely lead you to success as well.

For her, real estate goes far beyond the sale or purchase of a property. More
importantly, it is about the satisfaction of her clients. Keren is highly sensitive
to the importance of the decision to buy or sell a home.

Creativity.

Keren diligently works with you every
step of the way. Her approach is simple:
informed, discrete and professional.

As a trained researcher, Keren is curious and analytical by nature. She’s not
one to settle for the status quo, instead always striving for innovation. In
real estate, that equates to leading-edge marketing techniques that ensure

“I put people first in my life. My clients are no
exception. When it comes to something as
important as buying or selling your home, I am
committed to helping you achieve success.”

your property receives maximum exposure, as well as advanced Web-based
technologies to keep abreast of ever-fluctuating market conditions in order
to accurately gauge and predict market values.

Connection.
Real estate is nothing without connections. Keren is not only adept at
developing strong rapport with her clients, but her connections stretch
far and wide throughout the real estate community. Drawing upon nearly
two decades of local knowledge, Keren is an expert resource in Manhattan
real estate who builds lasting relationships with clients and colleagues
alike. Her network of buyers and sellers, sound judgment, integrity and
professionalism are just a sampling of why the vast majority of her business
comes from referrals and repeat clients.
Quite simply, combining an international worldview with a commitment
to excellence and her real estate experience, Keren delivers results. If
you’re considering the sale or purchase of a townhome, condo, co-op or
investment property, turn to Keren Ringler and her proven strategy for
success – Commitment. Creativity. Connection.

KEREN RINGLER
Commitment. Creativity. Connection.

From initial consultation to closing,
Keren works with you every step of the
way to ensure you get optimal results
and minimal worry.

